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Do You Believe Creativity Has The
Power to Transform Lives?

Membership starts at just £3.50 per month
and members benefit from full access to
all our resources, plus access to many
other opportunities.
Click to see all the membership benefits!
I would like to join as…
An Individual

Creative
learners…

practitioners,

From £3.50

An Organisation…

educators,

teachers,

parents,

Schools, Colleges, Arts Organisations: Single and Multi-Users
From £42

AccessArt is a UK Charity and we believe
everyone has the right to be creative.
AccessArt provides inspiration to help
us all reach our creative potential.
“AccessArt is a very inspiring platform. Clear,
efficient, simple and inclusive. It makes you want to
leave everything you are doing, and start making stuff…”
“The best £42 I spent this year by far! I am so pleased
to have discovered AccessArt and thrilled with the
resources. Thank you!”
“I use AccessArt’s website for inspiration and a
connection to other educators and art ideas. I live in
New Zealand and the site always kick starts my thinking,

gives me new directions and makes me feel connected
globally. I love the diversity of activities for a range
of ages and learning needs. This is the best site for
arts education that really challenges and pushes kids,
teachers and other groups into some great collaborative
projects and ideas. Thanks AccessArt, you rock my
creative world.”
“As an artist, educator and art therapist,I definitely
utilize your postings to keep my planning fresh and
focused for all the many levels of development I get to
work with! Keep on bringing those vibrant pics, easy to
follow inspirations, and brilliant structure! All the
way from the USA!”
“The discovery-based, process-oriented projects work so
well and are so inspiring to myself as well as my kids.
I wish this had been how I had been trained to teach
art.”
“I LOVE AccessArt. I am a teaching artist and find your
project ideas most aligned with the freedom and
imagination that I like to bring to the classroom. I am
always inspired.”
“An endless supply of brilliantly organic ideas that
constantly challenge, inspire and help develop my
practice”

